We show a hard induced superconducting gap in a Ge-Si nanowire Josephson transistor up to in-plane magnetic fields of 250 mT, an important step towards creating and detecting Majorana zero modes in this system. A hard induced gap requires a highly homogeneous tunneling heterointerface between the superconducting contacts and the semiconducting nanowire. This is realized by annealing devices at 180
INTRODUCTION
The discovery that Majorana fermions offer a route towards an inherently topologically protected fault-tolerant quantum computer [1] [2] [3] marked the beginning of a quickly growing field of research to achieve their experimental realization. Majoranas require a topological superconducting material, which in practice can be realized by coupling a conventional s-wave superconductor to a 1-dimensional nanowire with high spin-orbit coupling and g-factor [4] [5] [6] [7] . Signatures of Majorana fermions are expected to arise as a conductance peak at zero bias and finite magnetic fields. The first reports showing these zero-bias conductance peaks in InAs and InSb nanowires [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] suffered from sizeable subgap conductivity attributed to inhomogeneities in the nanowire-superconductor interface [13, 14] . The resulting quasiparticle poisoning decoheres Majorana states since they will participate in braiding operations [15] [16] [17] , and additionally obscure the Majorana signatures at zero energy. Strong efforts have been made to improve these interfaces, i. e., induce a hard gap, using epitaxially grown Al [18, 19] or specialized surface treatments methods [20, 21] , resulting in much better resolved Majorana signatures [16, [22] [23] [24] .
In contrast to the group III-V materials used in previous work, we use Ge-Si core-shell nanowires, a candidate for observing Majoranas [25, 26] for which interaction with a superconductor is still relatively unexplored [27] [28] [29] [30] . These wires are predicted to have a strong first-order Rashba type spin-orbit coupling [31] which, together with the g-factor [32, 33] , is tunable by electric fields. Our devices consist of a nanowire with highly transparent superconducting Al source and drain [29, 34] on an oxidised Si substrate and exhibit two highly interesting properties: we find a hard induced superconducting gap and we observe the presence of an additional superconductor in the nanowire channel.
In this work, we focus on two devices: device A, shown in Fig. 1a , is a Josephson field-effect transistor [29] with has an additional superconductor we call X1 with a critical temperature T C,X1 = 0.9 K, lower than of our Al contacts (T C,Al = 1.4 K), but a much higher critical field on the order of 1 T. It furthermore shows a hard induced superconducting gap near depletion. In device B (see Fig. SI2a ), Al has diffused through the entire nanowire channel, rendering it metallic. Here we identify another superconductor (X2), which has both a higher critical temperature T C,X2 = 2.9 K and a much higher B C,X2 ≈ 3.4 T (see Table I ) than that of the Al contacts.
In the first part of this paper, we investigate Device A using high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) -scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) in combination with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX). We find strong indications that the additional superconductor, as well as the highly homogeneous superconductor-nanowire interface arises during the thermal annealing process where Al inter-diffuses with the material in the semiconducting nanowire. In the second part, we map the switching current I SW as a function of critical field B C and critical temperature T C of device A and B, which clearly shows an additional superconducting phase in both devices. In the final part we investigate the hardness of the superconducting gap in- duced in the semiconducting nanowire of device A, by means of electronic transport measurements near depletion [18, 21] and observe that the conductance in the gap is suppressed by a factor ∼ 1000.
AL-GE INTER-DIFFUSION
To gain insight in the effects of the annealing on the stoichiometric composition of the nanowire channel, a TEM lamella was made along the nanowire axes of device A as indicated in Figure 1a . This allows us to perform an analysis on the cross-section of the device as can be seen in Fig. 1b . In both Fig. 1a and b, a smaller region (Area 1) with higher contrast on the left, and a bigger region with lower contrast on the right (Area 2) can be observed. Fig. 1c shows the resulting EDX signals in these regions for the elements Ge, Si and Al and we observe a clear distinction: in Area 1 we observe a strong Ge signal while in Area 2 the signal is dominated by Al.
In Figure 1d we show the integrated EDX spectra for both areas. When comparing the two areas, we observe that in Area 2 the Ge Lα, Ge Lβ and Ge Kα signals fall below the detection limit. As is the convention in EDX analysis, L and K denote the orbital to which an electron decays in a picture where K, L, and M are the outer atomic orbitals, while α and β indicate whether it decays from the first or second higher orbital. The Al Kα signal shows the opposite behavior, implying that Ge has been replaced by Al in Area 2 [35, 36] . The counts for elements O, C and Si remain equal in both areas (see also Supplementary Information Fig. S4 ). As we will discuss in the following section, the superconductor in Area 2 has profoundly different properties from the Al contacts and we therefore refer to it as X1. Inter-diffusion has also taken place below the left contact without reaching the channel, although this is not evident from the TEM data. Instead, we conclude this from transport data in the next section ( Fig. 2 and Supplementary Information  Fig. S5) . As a sidenote, we cannot observe the effects of the inter-diffusion process on the Si shell, since the Si signal is dominated by the SiO 2 that covers the substrate.
TWO SUPERCONDUCTORS IN A NANOWIRE JOSEPHSON JUNCTION
In Fig. 2a we show a magneto-spectroscopy of device A, the Josephson junction: we plot the differential resistance ∂V SD /∂I S versus the sourced current I S and the out-of-plane magnetic field B ⊥ (see inset Fig. 3b ) while sweeping I S from negative to positive current. The backgate V BG is fixed at −4.7 V where multiple subbands contribute to transport and the junction is highly transparent [29] . The superconducting region (black) is bounded by I R < I S < I SW with I R the retrapping current at negative bias and I SW the switching current at positive bias. Upon increasing B ⊥ from 0, I SW decreases gradually until aluminum becomes normal at the critical out-of-plane field B C⊥,Al ≈ 40 mT after which a finite I SW remains. For all B ⊥ , I SW > I R indicating our junction is slightly underdamped for this particular value of V BG [29] (see Supplementary Information Fig. S5a for a gate-dependence of I SW and I R ).
When increasing B ⊥ further in Fig. 3b , I SW slowly decreases and finally disappears. The proximity-induced supercurrent above |B C⊥,Al | implies the presence of a second superconducting material, X1, in or near the nanowire channel with a critical field B C⊥,X1 ≈ 950 mT. To confirm that our Al contacts are normal for B ⊥ > |B C⊥,Al |, we consider the background resistance R B in In Fig 2c we show a magneto-spectroscopy at 900 mK and observe that X1 is quenched for all B ⊥ , while Al still induces a supercurrent for B ⊥ < |25| mT. This shows that X1 has a lower T C and a higher B C than the Al contacts. Because X1 has a higher B C and a lower T C than Al, we can selectively switch either superconductor to the normal state, resulting in four possible device configurations I-IV as illustrated in Fig. 2 and summarized in the inset in Fig. 2d (a precise set of conditions for each configuration can be found in Supplementary Information Table S1 ). Fig. 2d shows plots of V SD versus I S in all four configurations, clearly showing a supercurrent in configuration II where Al is normal and only X1 is superconducting. Since we observe a gate-tunable Josephson current even in configuration II, we conclude X1 is present on both sides of the Ge-Si segment (see Supplementary Information Fig. S5 for differential resistance maps versus backgate in all four configurations).
JUNCTION I SW VERSUS B AND T
Since for each superconductor the critical field and critical temperature are inter-dependent variables and may have a non-trivial relation, the boundaries of the configurations I-IV in terms of B C and T C cannot directly be deduced from the data in Fig. 2 . We therefore collect I SW versus B from magneto-spectroscopies for a large number of temperatures and the three main magnetic field axes B ⋆ , B ⊥ and B ∥ which are illustrated by the inset in Fig. 3b . For the in-plane field perpendicular to the nanowire, I SW has two clearly distinct overlapping shapes as a function of T and B ⋆ in Fig. 3a: The 'peak' extending to T ≈ 1400 mK at B = 0 with a width of |B ⋆ | ≈ 250 mT at T = 50 mK is attributed to the superconducting state of Al, while the second shape (the 'tail'), extending up to ∼ 1000 mT at T = 50 mK, corresponds to the superconducting phase of X1. We can thus map the four configurations in the color plot on the T vs B ⋆ axes. We now extract both the T C -B C⋆,Al and T C -B C⋆,X1 curves from Fig. 3a (see Supplementary Information section SII), i. e., the critical temperature -critical field relation for Al and X1, and plot them in Fig. 3b . We perform TABLE I. Maximum values for T C , B C of Al, X1 and X2 as determined in Fig. 3 . We take T C,Al (B C = 0), T C,X1 (B ⊥ = 50 mT) and B C (T ≈ 0) to obtain their respective maximum values. The BCS superconducting gap is determined as ∆ = 1.764k B T C [37] . Information Fig. S4 for I SW versus T and B ∥ and B ⊥ ).
In Table. I we summarize the maximum T C , the resulting superconducting gap ∆ and B C in the three field directions for Al and X1. Comparing B C⊥,Al = 41 mT with B C⋆,Al = 293 mT and B C∥,Al = 282 mT we notice a factor~7 difference. This strong anisotropy for the out-of-plane field direction is clearly present in the T C,Al -B C,Al curves in Fig. 3b and is expected for the large aspect ratio of the 50 nm thick Al contacts.
The T C,X1 -B C,X1 curves show a less prominent magnetic field anisotropy from which we can roughly deduce the shape of X1 by assuming that the normal surface of the material is inversely proportional to the critical field, i. e., a larger superconducting normal-surface requires expelling more flux [37] . Using the respective ratios of B C⋆,X1 , B C⊥,X1 and B C∥,X1 we observe that X1 is slightly elongated along the nanowire axis, reaffirming the hypothesis that X1 resides in the nanowire channel.
We now switch to the completely metallized device B where we believe Al has diffused completely through the channel, effectively making the nanowire a metallic superconductor. Fig. 3c shows I SW vs T and B Z where the corresponding T C,X2 -B C,X2 relation in Fig. 3d is obtained by the previously mentioned polynomial fitting method. We see a critical temperature T C,X2 = 2.9 K at B = 0 and critical field B C,X2 = 3.4 T at T = 50 mK, both much higher than for X1 and the Al contacts. The switching current I SW = 1.5 µA is two orders of magnitude higher compared to device A.
When comparing T C,X2 = 2.9 K and B C,X2 = 3.4 T with thin Al aluminium films [38] , we observe X2 has equivalent properties of a ∼ 3 nm thick film (in parallel field) and we could conclude that X2 is simply a very small cylinder of aluminium inside the nanowire channel. However, for X1 with T C,X1 = 0.9 K and B C,X1 ≈ 1 T an equivalent film thickness cannot be defined. Another possible origin of X1 is the formation of an alloy between Al and Ge (and possibly Si) where the ratio of semiconductor to Al results in signals that fall below the EDX detection limit. In literature, certain stoichiometric compositions indeed result in a lower T C than for pure Al [39, 40] and in fact, one can get alloys with a T C ranging from 0.5 K up to 11 K by various methods [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] . The exact composition of both X1 and X2 therefore remains partly speculative.
To sum up, we observe X1 with T C,X1 = 0.9 K in a Josephson junction and X2 with T C,X2 = 2.9 K in a metallic device, showing that diffusion of Al into Ge-Si nanowires can gives rise to different superconductors with a T C lower and much higher than that of the Al contacts, both appear as a second superconductor in transport measurements. The high B C of X1 and X2 in relation to their specific superconducting gaps makes them potentially interesting materials for superconductor-semiconductor devices where high magnetic fields are desired. A specific application could be the creation of Majorana fermions, either in this system [46] or in other materials where low g-factors would otherwise be limiting [47] . The challenge lies to both radially and longitudinally control Al-Ge inter-diffusion in the nanowire [36] to prevent metallizing the nanowire (see Fig. S2 for SEM images of several devices showing partially and fully metallized nanowire channels).
TUNNELING REGIME OF THE JOSEPHSON FET
We now focus on device A and tune V BG to a regime where the nanowire is near depletion. Fig. 4a shows the differential conductance ∂I D /∂V SD versus the sourcedrain voltage V SD and the backgate voltage V BG . We notice a zero-bias conductance peak as the result of a finite Josephson current and a prominent multiple Andreev reflection (MAR) pattern showing as horizontal lines of increased conductance for V BG = 3 to 4 V. The reduced barrier transparency near depletion confines charges in the nanowire channel, and allows us to see odd and even charge occupation in a quantum dot in the wire [29] supported by a Kondo peak on the odd transitions [29, 48] (see Supplementary Information, Fig. S6 ). Above V BG = 4.4 V, the MAR and zero-bias peak disappear, while the onset of quasiparticle transport is visible at the induced gap at V SD = ±2∆ Al . This trend is also present in the ∂I D /∂V SD linecuts for V BG between 4.35 and 4.80 V in Fig. 4b .
In Fig. 4a between V BG = 4.2 V and V BG = 4.4 V we observe a conductance peak in both bias directions smoothly moving from |V SD | = ∆ AL to |V SD | = 2∆ AL when going from the odd to the even occupancy, which we attribute to an Andreev bound state (ABS). Additional evidence for an ABS presents itself in the form of a region of negative differential conductance in the odd occupancy between V SD = ∆ AL and V SD = 2∆ AL [49, 50] , as highlighted by the purple linecut at V BG = 4.25 V in . 3a . Tunnel spectroscopy on an ABS requires asymmetric opaque tunnel barriers where the most opaque barrier probes the ABS [48] . A barrier asymmetry in our devices can indeed be expected, since the final interface properties are determined by microscopic details on the Al-nanowire interface during annealing. For lower V BG our barriers quickly become highly transparent [29] and we therefore only observe the ABS signature near depletion.
In contrast to the bias-symmetric MAR features, the asymmetric barriers show up in the intensity of the ABS signatures (see the arrows on the purple linecut in Fig. 4a) . Depending on the bias direction, there are two different rate-determining tunnel sequences: (1) tunneling through an opaque barrier onto a single ABS or (2) tunneling from an ABS through an opaque barrier into the Fermi sea. Sequence (2) has a much higher tunnel probability than (1), which results in the observed asymmetry in conductance.
HARD SUPERCONDUCTING GAP
A measure for the amount of quasiparticle states inside the gap, is the in-gap suppression of conductance also termed as the hardness of the induced gap. We therefore investigate the ratio
is an averaged conductance value inside (outside) the gap. Fig. 4c shows ⟨G G ⟩, ⟨G O ⟩ and the ratio ⟨G G ⟩/⟨G O ⟩ versus V BG and we find the conductance is suppressed by a factor > 1000 for V BG ≈ 4.4 V, an order of magnitude higher than previously reported in this system [30] . Still, this should be considered as a lower limit, since ⟨G G ⟩/⟨G O ⟩ can be decreased due to several other reasons than quasiparticle poisoning: (1) for higher V BG , ⟨G G ⟩ is limited by the noise floor of our measurement setup and does not further decrease. The decrease of ⟨G O ⟩ now lowers the observed current suppression ⟨G G ⟩/⟨G O ⟩. (2) MAR and the zero-bias peak, both characteristic for Josephson junctions, appear as conductance peaks inside the gap which leads to a decreased ⟨G G ⟩/⟨G O ⟩. Devices where one of the contacts is normal will not exhibit these peaks and may therefore result in a lower ratio ⟨G G ⟩/⟨G O ⟩ and give a better approximation of the quasiparticle density in the gap. Because of this, we cannot directly compare the current suppression in our device (which has two superconducting contacts) with other work probing the induced gap using a single superconducting contact. Nevertheless, the high ⟨G G ⟩/⟨G O ⟩ ratio suggests that our semiconductornanowire interface homogeneity is comparable to InAs nanowire devices using epitaxial growth techniques [18] or specialized surface treatments [21] .
We will now look at the magnetic field dependence of the hardness of the gap. We fix V BG at 4.45 V and plot ∂I D /∂V SD versus V SD for several B ⋆ in Fig. 4d . For increasing B ⋆ , the sharp quasiparticle peak at V SD = 2∆ Al reduces in height and broadens up to B C⋆,Al ≈ 300 mT. Above B C⋆,Al , we enter configuration II where only X1 is superconducting but which fails to produce a clear second quasiparticle peak at ∼ 2∆ X1 . Instead, we see a 'soft gap' signature [13] persisting up to B C⋆,X1 .
In Fig 4e we plot the ratio ⟨G G ⟩/⟨G O ⟩ for the three main field directions. The initial ratio is~1 ⋅ 10 −3 in configuration I as defined in Fig. 2 and the gap remains hard until we approach the critical field of Al for the respective field direction as summarized in Table I (See Supplementary Information Fig S8) for the corresponding differential conductance maps for all three main field axes). The highest field where the gap remains hard, B ∥ ≈ 250 mT, is slightly lower than B C∥,Al because of the strongly reduced ∆ Al at this field. The much softer gap in configuration II induced by X1 leads to a ⟨G G ⟩/⟨G O ⟩ ≈ 1 ⋅ 10 −1 which gradually increases to 1 approaching B C,X1 . Another example of the change in transport properties when Al becomes normal is seen in Fig. 2a and Fig. 2c . Here, the fringes in the normal state attributed to multiple Andreev reflections (MAR) are only visible for B ⊥ < B C⊥,Al . For B ⊥ > B C⊥,Al , the absence of MAR suggests an increase of inelastic processes due to an ill-defined induced gap or a greatly increased quasiparticle poisoning rate.
The results in Fig. 4e show that the Al contacts needs to be superconducting in order to observe a hard gap. On the other hand, when only Al is superconducting, i. e., going from configuration I to III we observed no change in G G that can be attributed to X1 becoming normal (see Supplementary Information, Fig. S7 for the temperature dependence of the differential conductance at V BG = 4.45 V and B = 0). This suggests that X1 does not need to be a superconductor to observe a hard gap as long as the Al contacts proximise the entire junction. This is likely to happen, since the transparency between Al and X1 is high, and ∆ Al > ∆ X1 indicating a coherence length for X1 comparable or larger than for Al, i. e., in the order of µm [51] .
We now revisit Fig. 1b and c to investigate the interface between the X1 and the Ge-Si island, Even though our TEM and EDX resolution prohibits a conclusive statements about the interface properties on an atomic scale, the abrupt change in contrast suggests an upper limit for the interface width of a few nanometer. This observation is supported by work on pure Ge nanowires with Al contacts, where inter-diffusion due to Joule heating results in an atomically sharp interface between the Ge and the Al [35, 36] results in an atomically sharp interface between the Ge and the Al inside the wire. This type of interface would fit our observation of a hard gap which requires a defect-free highly homogeneous heterointerface [13] , combined with the tunneling behavior achieved close to depletion. We therefore conclude that the diffusion-induced formation of X1 is essential for the hard induced gap [35, 36] .
CONCLUSION
We have shown that Ge-Si nanowire devices with Al contacts contain additional superconductors after annealing, caused by diffusion of Al into the nanowire channel. We identify two superconductors in two different devices: X1 is present in a Josephson FET and X2 resides in a metallic nanowire channel. Both X1 and X2 remain superconducting for magnetic fields much higher than the Al contacts which could be of potential interest for applications where proximity-induced superconductivity is required in high magnetic fields.
Close to depletion, the Josephson FET exhibits a hard superconducting gap where the in-gap conductance is suppressed by a factor~1000 up to magnetic fields of ∼ 250 mT in a superconductor-semiconductorsuperconductor configuration. For higher fields, a soft gap remains up to the critical field of X1. We can selectively switch Al or X1 from the normal to the superconducting state and, together with the TEM and EDX analysis, we find that the homogeneous heterointerface between Ge-Si and X1 is essential in obtaining this hard gap. The next challenge is to more precisely control the diffusion of Al which would grant a highly promising system for observing Majorana zero modes [25] . with a and b only allowed negative while c is always positive, (4) we find B C⋆,Al for each temperature as the roots of I SW (B ⋆ ) (i. e., zero crossings). For X1 we use the same method except in (2) we select only I SW for B ⋆ > B C⋆,Al . Carbon contamination prevents a conclusive analysis of the Al-Ge inter-diffusion process. We suspect that the metallized nanowire segment is located between T1 and T2 based on the low contrast of the nanowire segment. b) Another metallized device exhibiting the same darkened color in the nanowire segment as in a), no additional superconducting phase was found in this device. c), d) More devices where the complete channel shows a low contrast for which we suspect they are fully metallized. e), f) Devices with a region of lower contrast close to the Al contacts, suspected due to partial metalization with the white arrows denoting the Al-Ge inter-diffusion front. Devices c) -f) were not measured. Other devices that were measured could not be imaged afterwards. 
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